The high-resolution optical region spectroscopic data of the symbiotic nova AG Peg secured with the Hamilton Echelle Spectrograph at the Lick Observatory, have been analyzed along with the International Ultraviolet Explorer UV archive data. We measure about 700 line intensities in the wavelengths of 3859 to 9230Å and identify about 300 lines. We construct pure photoionization models that represent the observed lines and the physical condition for this symbiotic nova. The spectral energy distribution of the ionizing radiation is adopted from stellar model atmospheres. Based on photoionization models, we derive the elemental abundances; C & N appear to be similar to be smaller than the Galactic planetary nebular value while O is enhanced. Our result is compared with the Contini (1997, 2003) who analyzed the UV region spectral data with the shock + ionization model. The Fe abundance appears to be enhanced than that of normal planetary nebulae, which suggests that AG Peg may have formed in the Galactic disk. The models indicate that the temperature of the central star which excite the shell gas may have fluctuated to an unexpected extent during the years 1998 -2002.
I. INTRODUCTION

AG Peg (HD 207 757; BD+11
• 4673) is one of the oldest symbiotic novae, which consists of a hot compact star and a normal M3 giant embedded in a dense ionized nebula. AG Peg underwent a single outburst at least 150 years ago, sometime between 1841 and 1855 (Lundmark 1921; Boyarchuk 1967) . After reaching its maximum of about 6 m around the year 1885, its luminosity had gradually decreased and now it is about 9 m , prior to the outburst state. The luminosity of the white dwarf (WD) decreased by a factor of ∼ 4 during 1984 -1997 (Kenyon et al. 2001 ). This luminosity decline had been interpreted either as the WD's radius decrease by a factor of ∼ 2 under constant temperature (Altamore & Cassatella 1997) or as its temperature increase and an even larger decrease in radius (Schmutz 1996) . Our concern is whether the decline of the UV flux in AG Peg during the 1980s is a natural evolutionary stage of symbiotic novae or not. Other well-known symbiotic stars V1016 Cyg and RR Tel also erupted in 1964 and 1944, respectively. These symbiotic stars might eventually undergo a similar spectrum evolution in the future (Eriksson et al. 2006) . Therefore a continuous observation and monitoring of the AG Peg spectrum can give us insight into the fate of symbiotic nova at the end of its eruptions.
International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE ) observa-
Corresponding Author : S. Hyung tions of AG Peg are available, at both low and high resolution. A comprehensive report on AG Peg and a large set of observations at different orbital phases had been published, e.g. by Kenyon et al. (1993) . Furthermore to determine the properties of the central star and the nebular emission, numerous studies of the UV spectra had been carried out based on IUE data (Penston & Allen 1985; Mürset et al. 1991; Vogel & Nussbaumer 1994; Nussbaumer et al. 1995; Eriksson et al. 2005; Eriksson et al. 2006) , which gave complicated characteristics of the nebular region. The optical spectra data were less abundant than those of the UV region, although some studies, e.g. Hutchings et al. (1975) , were done based on low resolution data. Contini (1997) calculated a composite model (shock + photoionization) for IUE UV spectra assuming two-three different regions in the nebula of AG Peg binary system: the narrow-line-emitting nebula and the broad-line-emitting nebula. Later, he argued that at least three nebula regions would be responsible for the UV and optical spectra (Contini 2003) . suggested that the UV line spectrum of AG Peg might consist of four different regions: the WD wind, the ionized part of the red giant atmosphere, the wind collision region, and the common envelope. Using intermediate resolution optical spectra along with the visual data of Tomov & Tomava (1992) , Tomov (1998) investigated a dynamical change of the nebular environment. This result implied a decreasing mass-loss rate from a hot component as the luminosity of a hot AG Peg may give a unique opportunity to observe the interaction and dynamic process between two components in a symbiotic binary system -from a scenario of colliding wind to accretion process from a stellar wind. Such a transition which has never been observed, might be observed in this system in near future (see Zamanov & Tomov 1995) . Because AG Peg system is perhaps at a transilient dynamic stage, the optical spectroscopic data would be helpful in establishing the time series change or an evolutionary scenario. We investigate the optical spectra using a photoionization model. We assume that the majority of emission is from a limited spherical region surrounding the WD.
In §2, the observations of AG Peg are summarized. In §3, the high dispersion Hamilton Echelle Spectrograph (HES) data and the result of optical line identification are described. In §3, we present theoretical models to predict the emission line flux of optical spectra and the IUE UV spectra. As a result, we derive abundance of AG Peg nebula, which are compared with the result by Contini (1997) . In §4, we give a brief conclusion for our study.
II. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUC-TION
The optical data were all obtained with the HES at the Coudé focus of the 3m Shane Telescope of the Lick Observatory on 1998 September 17, 2001 August 30, and 2002 August 11 respectively. We obtained long and short exposures, i.e. 30 & 10, 30 & 3, and 60 & 5 minutes in years 1998, 2001, and 2002, respectively . See Table 1 . The typical seeing was less than ∼ 1 .5, ∼ 1 .0, and ∼ 0 .8 respectively. We used a large 2048× 2048 pixel CCD, which covered the whole HES echelle pattern at a single exposure. The spectroscopic slit employed was 640µm in width, which amounted to ∼ 1 .4 on image size at the Hamilton Telescope Coudé focus. For this slit width, the limiting resolution on the CCD chip was about 2 pixels, which amounted to 0.05Å wavelength dispersion at 3600Å and increased to 0.15Å at 8850Å. Note that toward the red wavelengths, where the prismatic dispersion is lower, the spectral strips tend to be jammed closer together. The slit length of 5 was chosen to avoid confusion of successive echelle orders.
For spectral calibration, we took exposures of a ThAr arc lamp to set the wavelength dispersion scale, exposures of a dome-quartz lamp to fix a flat field that allowed us to correct for pixel-to-pixel sensitivity fluctuations, and finally, exposures on a standard star of known energy distribution, i.e., BD+28
• 4211. This standard star was observed with a slightly larger slit size 1 .8 × 5 to eliminate atmospheric dispersion effects served as spectrophotometric standards.
For a calculation of orbital phase of AG Peg, we adopted the ephemeris
(e.g., Iben & Tutukov 1996) . Refer to the AG Peg. model geometry from the earlier literatures, e.g. Fig. 3 of Contini (1997) . At an orbital phase φ ∼ 0.25 or 0.75, one would be able to observe the spectra from both the hot WD and the M3 giant star since both stars are on the sky plane. This phase corresponds to the year 1998 optical data. One can see the M3 giant in front of the hot WD at φ ∼ 0.5, i.e. the 2001 optical data, whereas one can see the hot WD in front of the giant at φ ∼ =0, i.e. the 2002 optical data.
(a) Iue Lines
There are ten IUE spectral data files available for the phases, similarly corresponding to our optical data, φ = 10. 24 (1998), 11.56 (2001), and 11.98 (2002) , respectively. These are listed in Table 2 . All these spectra are low dispersion and taken through the large 10 ×23 oval entrance aperture of the IUE cameras. The IUE data were reduced with the IUE NEWSIPS routine reduction techniques at the Goddard Space Flight Center. Since the apparent size of AG Peg is small, the IUE -observed emission with the IUE camera aperture comes from the entire symbiotic nebula. In Fig. 1 , we plot the IUE SWP 42159 spectra with the identifications from 1200 to 1950Å wavelength region. All spectra were smoothed with a three-point running average. There are many strong lines seen in this figure. For example, CIV 1548,51 & CIII]1908,09 are important for the determination of the C abundance, whereas HeII 1640 can be compared with the optical region HeII 4846.
Although the IUE data were not secured during the same period while we carried out the HES observation, we will use the similar phase data, i.e. SWP46061 and LWP29383, near the phase φ = 0.50. The measurements are given in Table 3 . Successive columns of Table 3 are the observed and laboratory wavelengths, the ion, Seaton's extinction parameter, k λ , the extinctioncorrected intensity and the measured flux in units of 10 −14 ergs cm adopt an extinction coefficient C = 1.47E(B − V ) at Hβ from the optical data and then A v = 3.1E(B − V ) = 0.09.
(b) Optical Lines
We used the National Optical Astronomy Observatory IRAF echelle data reduction package to extract nebular spectral lines from raw images, employing ThAr maps (Latham & Sternberg 1977; Palmer & Engeleman 1983) to identify lines. The reduction procedures are described in Hyung (1994) . Since the HES produces a high-dispersion spectrum, we are able to clearly discern poor lines severely affected by the telluric absorption, etc. Lines affected by "bleeding" from a strong line in a nearby order may be seriously impacted for the case of the long exposures. This difficulty can be overcome by looking at the other short exposure. Several procedures are available for estimating the accuracy of the measurements. By comparing data obtained different nights and with different chip positions, we can assess the effects of the guiding errors, and the response function. On the absolute flux scale F(Hβ)=100, statistics show that lines weaker than F=1.0 will have errors of 15 -40%; for lines of range 1.0≤F≤10.0, errors fall in the interval of 7-20%; for stronger lines, we estimate errors of 3-10%. In Fig. 2 we present two reduced spectral scans to show the quality of our HES data.
We present the year 2002's HES results in Table 4 . Because of a large quantity of data, we do not present the years 1998 & 2001 data. However, we present the strongly measured line intensities in Table 6 . A large number of optical lines are measured. Successive columns give the measured wavelength (corrected for radial velocity), the wavelength of the most probable identification, the element, the multiplet number from Moore's tabulations (1974 Moore's tabulations ( , 1993 , and Seaton's extinction parameter k λ (1979) . We corrected wavelength from a comparison of the observed wavelengths of the strong lines (I > 1.0) with the laboratory wavelengths, using the least squares method; the central wavelengths of the emission profile were converted to Herrick (1935) . The sixth column gives the HES intensity on the scale I (4861)=100.0, after correcting interstellar extinction with C = 0.04 assuming the extinction law of Seaton (1979) . The seventh column presents the observed HES flux on the scale F(4861)=100.0, while the last column lists the formal root mean square (RMS) percent error, as deduced from the internal disagreement of measurements made with different exposures (whenever two measurements are available). We measured flux of 699 emission lines covering wavelengths of 3859 to 9229Å and among them 308 lines were identified lines but others are not identified in this work.
To identify the lines, we also used the compilations of Corliss & Sugar (1979) , and the Fe II line lists of Johansson (1977) . At longer wavelengths, there was definite evidence of telluric lines and also night-sky emission lines. These were identified, using the recent work of Osterbrock et al. (1996) . However, in order to obtain an accurate line list, we realized that a line identification due purely to wavelength coincidence was not sufficient. Thus the list of line identifications was compared with the spectra of other symbiotic stars, most importantly, CH Cyg (Jurdana-Šepič & Kotnik-Karuza 2002) and RR Tel (Crawford et al. 1999; McKenna et al. 1997) , since these are expected to have absorption and emission spectra. This proved very useful, as (1) it helped to identify hitherto unknown lines that were not listed in the aforementioned catalogues of line identifications, and (2) when similar lines were present in both spectra, it made the identification of such a line in AG Peg more secure. After these methods were executed, in some cases it was still difficult to decide on a possible identification. Since we have two other spectral data at different phases, it was possible for us to do the work more confidently. With the help of atmospheric model, we were able to fit the background absorption lines. As a result, several iron emissions were clearly identified, i.e., Fe II λ5169.3(3d
. Fe II lines might be fluorescence emission lines which are perhaps pumped by UV continuum photons from very low states and decay in optically thin optical lines (see ). We are not certain at this time that they were produced from PAR (Photoexcitation by Accidental Resonance) processes. These lines and possible pumping mechanism must be carefully investigated in the future study.
We present the observed line intensities of HeI and HeII in Fig. 3 . Apparently, the HeI 5876, 6678, & 7065 intensities decrease with time, whereas HeI 4471 does not show such a variation. The high excitation line HeII 4686 intensity is most strongish in 2001 but weakest in 2002. This is probably due to the non-spherical geometry related with the orbital motion of the system. For example, the Hα & Hβ ratio itself shows a variation with phase, indicating that different nebulae contribute to each spectrum (Contini 2003) . However, the main cause of the variation is perhaps due to the WD effective temperature fluctuation. Zamanov & Tomov (1995) predicted that the colliding winds stage would end and the stellar wind would recommence around the year 2001. They expected its gradual decrease and possible minimum luminosity in around the year 2001. Earlier studies evaluated the WD effective temperature based on Zanstra method (HeII 1640 line flux). Their evaluation seems to be too low. Our analysis indicates that the AG Peg WD's temperature fluctuated and it possibly reached the high 150 000 K in the year 2001. See Sec. III.
Numerous lines identified in the present work had been neglected in the earlier studies. In order to ana- lyze them more fully, one must investigate both their radial velocities and their intensity variation, which is beyond the present study limit.
III. THEORETICAL MODEL AND ABUN-DANCE DETERMINATION
The CLOUDY photoionization code by Ferland (1996) was used to fit the spectra of AG Peg nova. We tested various models with different densities as high as 10 10 cm −3 , employing different stellar temperatures for the ionizing hot UV source, e.g. WD or accretion disk. Here, we do not consider a shock heating due to an interacting wind. We assume a different central star temperature for each observation while the nebular shell scale or physical condition remain the same during our observation period. Our models assume a simple spherically symmetric geometry of the nebula gas around a hot WD or a hot accretion disk instead. Hubeny's (1980) model atmosphere was used to generate spectral energy distribution (SED) for a central star temperature, T ef f and a surface gravity, log g. The nebular gas may originate not only from the hot component itself, but also from the giant star. However, the current modelling approach assumes that most gas is from the WD. The distance to AG Peg is assumed to be 1000 pc. Table 5 gives the input parameters adopted in 5 models, i.e. M98 & R98 for 1998, R01 for 2001, and R02 & A02 for 2002. Models, M98, R98, R01, & R02, assume a WD as a hot UV source, whereas the Model A02 adopts an accretion disk SED as a hot UV source. The hot companion temperature of AG Peg was derived as 42 000 -96 000 K by Altamore & Cassatella (1997) ; 87 000K by Kenyon et al. (1993) ; and 95 000 -10 000 K by Mürset et al. (1991) , respectively. After a number of trials, we realized that our pure photoionization model would not give a satisfactory fit to the HeI lines, especially λ5876, 6678, & 7065, using such an information. Thus, we used a little higher temperatures and tried to get the appropriate HeI 4471 & HeII 4686 value and other lines.
We fixed the stellar luminosity and inner radius of the shell. The hot component luminosity was assumed to be 300 L (see Zamanov & Tomov 1995) . The inner boundary of the nebular shell, a distance from the hot star, was assumed to be 3.16×10 8 km, i.e. ∼2 AU. This is a bit smaller than the assumed scale by other previous investigation, e.g. r ∼ 2.5×10 9 km by Contini (1997) . The difference comes from the adopted distance to AG Peg and the inclusion of the shock excitation in the outer region of the system. The outer shell radius in M98 is material bounded, i.e. truncated, whereas all the other models assume a radiation bounded boundary (i.e. Strömgren sphere). The absolute Hβ flux from the nebular gas is about 10 33.94−33.95 erg/s/Å for the radiation bounded ones, at a distance 1000 pc. For the year 1998 data, radiation bounded model did not give a proper prediction on He lines even with a lower WD component temperature, so we truncated the outer radius at 3.178×10
13 cm or 0.0000103pc. The adopted hydrogen number densities in models are 10 9.85 and 10 9.87 cm −3 . This or a slightly higher value would be suitable to fit the observed [OIII] line intensities: if we lower the number density value, the predicted intensities will be too much strong. The predicted electron temperatures of the nebular gas are The distance is assumed to be 1000 pc. The inner radius is 10 13.5 (i.e. 3.16×10 13 ) cm or about 2 AU in all models. The shell is very thin, so the dimension of the shells is about 4 AU. Abundances are given relative to H. All the abundances are identical in all models, except for He/H = 0.14 in R01. Effective temperature in A02: 100 000
slightly different. The average electron temperatures are 11 000 -13 200 K for the radiation bound model, whereas the other models give very different temperatures (see Table 5 ). Except for He in R01 where He/H = 0.14 assumed, the same abundances are used in all the models. In Table 6 we compare the predicted intensities along with the observed ones. Columns (1) For the extremely strong HeII line of the year 2001, 150 000 K effective temperature seems to be necessary, while for the weakest HeII of the year 2002, about 107 000 K effective temperature seems to be fine. For the year 1998 data, we employed the 120 000 K SED to fit the HeII line. This, however, does not give a satisfactory fit to the HeI 4471. Hence, we check the prediction from the material bounded, as mentioned before. For the 1998 data, the material bounded model M98 prediction gives a slightly better prediction over the radiation bounded model R98. This material bounded or truncated model gives a slightly better fit to the observed HeI 4471 line intensities. We also check the disk SED model for the 2002 data to see if one can improve the prediction. Model A02 was made with the effective disk temperature of 100 000 K. This does not seem to give an improved prediction, though. For the year 2001 data, we only give the prediction from a radiation bounded model R01.
All of our photoionizing models predict the HeI 6678 & 7065, very weakly. Emissions such as HeI singlet at λ 6678Åand metal monovalent ions as OII & NII were found to act in an unforeseen manner to be very weak, while HeI triplet and [OIII] forbidden line correlated relatively well with the current pure photoionization model. The strange behavior of the former lines, i.e., deviation from theory, may be attributed to 2 separate factors. The first is that M II (monovalent ion) like O II and nebular lines emitted in different region, which was supported by work of Hutchings et al. (1975) . He had suggested that OII emitted in around M giant and [OIII] near WD. Alternatively, it may be attributed to the other mechanism, i.e. shock heating for HeI lines (see Contini 1997) and fluorescence for OII & NII. Although these lines behaved strangely, their intensities appear to decrease with time.
HeII 4686 intensities as in Fig. 3 seem to give a hint of excitation variation, although the HeI lines do not behave accordingly. The HeII 4686 & HeI 4471 ratios were obtained to see if their values varied according to the excitation of the ionized gas. The observed and predicted λ4686/λ4471 ratios are compared in the last row of Table 6 . The predicted ratios seems to agree with the observed ones. The year 2001's HeII 4686 excitation is the strongest; the year 1998 one is the middle; and the 2002 one is the lowest. The gradual decrease of HeI line intensities cannot be accommodated by the current models. Such a variation is perhaps due to the decrease of shock region due to the orbital phase. As mentioned by Contini (1997) , the photoionized emission is limited by the viewing angle from Earth. Hence, such a viewing angle and the geometrical effect must be also involved. See Contini (2003) .
The nebular region itself may consist of incoherent regions involved with two major excitation mechanisms, i.e. a WD photoionization and a collisional shock heating. The latter contribution to the HeI emissions appear to be large. Apparently, their influence had been gradually decreasing during our observation period. There are other lines, e.g. [NeIV] 4725 & [ArIV] 4711, which were not fitted with our photoion- ization models. Since these collisional lines cannot be produced in such a high density region assumed in our investigation, one must employ a density composite model geometry of having high and low densities in the nebular shell. Based on our models, we give the recommended abundance of the symbiotic nova AG Peg in Table 7 . O & Si abundances are slightly different from those given in Table 5 . The previous derivation by Contini (1997) and average planetary nebular abundance are also given in columns (3) & (4). O, Ne, Mg, & Si agree with each other within a factor of 2, while C, N, S, & Fe show a large discordance. Note that our derivation of He is larger than the Contini's, whereas the summed C, N, & O abundance is smaller. Especially, Fe abundance differs by an order. Our Fe abundance which is based on forbidden lines may be in error. Other permitted FeII lines were studied based on the fluorescence mechanism by . In order to match ours with such a study, we need to employ a low density region, which has not been done.
Our abundance derivation has been based on the prediction for the optical lines such as HeI 4471Å, HeII 4686Å, [OIII] 4363Å, [SII] 4076Å, [NeIII] 3869Å, [Fe-VII] 3760Åassuming that they are emitted near the hot WD star, whereas Contini (1997 Contini ( , 2003 used the IUE data and considered the whole system. Since we do not employ such a sophisticated composite model for the whole system by Contini (1997 Contini ( , 2003 who employed the shocked excitation, our derivation may be only applicable to the limited zone around the WD. Our C & N abundances are smaller than the galactic planetary nebula value(see Hyung & Feibelman 2004 , and reference therein), while O abundance is larger. Our He/H value is on the high side, but He/H=1 used in Contini seems to be too small. We conclude that the abundances by Contini represent the whole system, while ours the zone near the WD.
IV. CONCLUSION
So far, we carried out analysis of the optical spectra of the symbiotic system AG Peg, based on pure photoionization models. With simplified spherically symmetrical geometry, we fitted strategically important optical lines of different orbital phases, near φ = 0.0, 0.25, and 0.5. Our model indicates that the WD effective temperature could be as high as 150 000 K, which are 50 000 K higher than those indicated by other earlier studies. Our models could not fit some of strong lines. Nonetheless, we were able to differentiate lines mainly photoionized by the WD UV radiation from those by other mechanism. The former cases are HeII 4686 & HeI 4471 and other reasonably well fitted cases in Ta- ble 6. The model fitting for HeII 4686 and HeI 4471 variation looks fairly fine. Hence, we conclude that the λ4686/λ4471 line ratio had been varied due to the central star temperature fluctuation, although HeI lines might have been affected by other emission mechanism, e.g. shock excitation.
In order to fit the rest unpredictable lines, we must try a refinement, tried by various authors, e.g. Contini (1997 Contini ( , 2003 . Other alternative would be a density contrast structure geometry in the nebula, i.e. with high density in one direction and low density in the other. We tested a simple density variation in a spherically symmetric geometry, e.g. N H ∼ N o /r 2 . This simple structure model did not, however, give any improvement. According to the recent VLA images by Kenny & Taylor (2007) , there appears to be a density distribution of enhanced lobe zone and voids exist along the axis, possibly due to the episodic mass loss rate varia- Table 4 are rescaled by 1/3 and 3 to show the variation.
tion from the hot component in the earlier evolutionary stage.
Based on the models, we derived the abundances which were compared with those of Contini (1997) and the average PN. Strangely our pure-photoionization based He abundance is so much different from Contini's derivation. More puzzling is that our C, N, & O abundances are smaller than the Contini values. Apparently, He and C, N, & O appear to be anti-correlated in this system. We do not have any proper explanation for this anti-relation at this point. The chemical abundance difference between two approaches might be due to the zonal difference involving the orbital phase change. Geometrical factor and spatial abundance gradient in the system could be also responsible for the difference. Our modelling procedure is a simple approach based on a Cloudy code while Contini's approach is complicated procedure to explain the emission from the whole nebula.
Our C abundance or Contini's value is smaller than the Galactic PN, while O is in an opposite situation, so O/C ∼ 3 -8. The WD of AG Peg appears to be evolved from an O rich progenitor. However, we are not sure of this, since the unknown mass exchange history between two stars and the dredge-up process must be carefully re-examined. Our Fe abundance is also largely different from Contini's value by an order. Our value seems to be overestimated. Our forbidden lines may be emitted from the low density region farther out, while FeII lines must have been produced by fluorescence. Larger Fe/H indicates that AG Peg might be born in the heavily polluted galactic disk region. The WD might be a descendant of about 5 solar mass star on a main sequence phase, which has undergone C fusion reaction during the AGB phase.
In conclusion, our model analysis indicates that the WD temperature varied during our observation period and the shock contribution is perhaps not the primary excitation source of the excitation. The WD temperature might be higher than estimated in the previous literatures. Our identification could be mistaken in some cases. More careful line identification should be done along with an analysis of their radial velocities and many lines which have been classified as unknown in Table 4 must be carefully investigated and identified in the future studies.
